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KATIE PICKLER

• Co-Host on BullCast the podcast
• Financial Advisor by day, Event Planner by night
• Vice President at Pickler Wealth Advisors
• Joined the team in 2019
• Background in non-profit work
• Training to be CFP



CORT WINSET T

• Co-Host on BullCast the Podcast
• Sr. Director of Operations at Pickler Wealth Advisors 

and In-House Counsel for The Pickler Law Firm
• Has practiced law for 12 years
• Training to be CFP
• Ensures that the firms maintain a high level of ethical 

and disciplined service to clients



PREPARING TO PODCAST
TOPICS, TIMING, GUESTS, AND COMMITMENT

SECTION 1



BULLCAST

• Personal finance made 
simple

• Started June 2020
• Over 40 episodes 

completed
• COUNTLESS Man-Hours



HISTORY OF PODCASTS

• Podcasting, previously known as 
audio blogging, has its roots dating 
back to the 1980s

• With broadband internet access 
and digital audio playback devices 
like, the iPod, podcasting began to 
catch hold in late 2004



HISTORY OF PODCASTS

• 800 million accounts on apple 
music and apple podcast = 800 
million potential subscribers 

• 1,950,000 podcasts out on the 
inner webs

• Apple had 550,000 in 2018 so it 
is a growing method of 
communication



HOW DO PEOPLE CHOOSE WHAT TO LISTEN TO?

•Subject
•Host
•Content
•Format
•Guests
•Length



WHY DO A PODCAST?

FOR FUN?
• Do you already listen to 

podcasts or are you new 
to the format?

• Were you listening to 
something and thought, 
“I can do that.”

• Are you desperately 
seeking someone to talk 
to about your favorite TV 
show? 

FOR BUSINESS?
• First of all, even “fun” 

podcasts can be 
monetized …

• What is your goal?
• What is your target 

market/demographic?
• What do you get out of 

it?



WHAT’S YOUR TIMELINE?

• Do you just want to record a few 
episodes and put them out there 
like a miniseries?  

o Most podcasts don’t make it 
farther than 14 Episodes

• OR do you want to have the next 
podcast for the ages? One that 
continues on… and on… and on… 
building in popularity until…

You’re the next



YOU HAVE THE WHY…

• Now, show me what ya got!
• Knowing why you want to 

do this will help you figure 
out what you should 
actually do!



WHAT SETS YOU APART?

• In a world of hundreds of thousands of podcasts what will make yours 
different?

• Some podcasts succeed, or at least start off with great success, 
because of 
o Sheer star-power
oBig brand name
oGreat new topic nobody’s covered before

• Most do not. Most have to build their audience.
• FIND A NEW APPROACH TO AN “OLD” TOPIC 
• FIND YOUR NICHE



FOR INSTANCE

• a finance podcast for film geeks, blah blah blah…



DO YOUR RESEARCH

• Check out other podcasts in your field
• If there are a lot, don’t be discouraged! Can you set yourself apart?

oAre you in possession of the most soothing voice since Morgan Freeman?
 Or are you hilarious? Or brilliant? Or do you have a hilarious, brilliant friend named 

Morgan Freeman who could co-host with you? No? Well then…
o Is there an approach to the topic no one else is using?
oNot gonna lie.  Doing another “Sports Commentary” podcast might be a tough 

row to hoe, but if you can find an angle no one else has tried, go for it!

• If there are not a lot of podcasts out there on your topic is it because 
its BORING? How can you spice it up?



DO YOUR RESEARCH (CONT INUED)

• Who are you competing with?
o This goes back to what you hope to get out of this.
o You are competing for listeners. Are you also competing for customers?
o Is this podcast essentially one big ad for your “real” business?
o You are competing with radio, TV, books, etc.
o You are also competing with other podcasts on your same topic or in your 

same format, and also possibly podcasters in your same field! What do they 
sound like? How can you differentiate yourself?

• Remember: Subject. Hosts. Content. Format. Guests. Length.
• Check with compliance/legal department, etc.



UNDERSTAND THE TIME COMMITMENT!

• The amount of time you spend on your podcast WILL SHOW



HOW FREQUENT ARE THE EPISODES?

• Some podcasts are daily (let’s stop and 
consider… who has that time?), some 
are weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, or 
something else.

• Personally, I prefer predictability. Are 
you predictable? 

• Take into consideration everything that 
will go into planning and producing an 
episode when deciding on frequency.



EVERY EPISODE REQUIRES PLANNING

• Unless you are the “King of Riffing” you cannot just sit down and 
record your thoughts. (Supposedly George Clooney is one of the best 
guests to have on a talk show because he is so good at riffing. Hosts 
can just let him go. Most guests (“stars”) need a pre-interview and the 
host needs show-notes for the star’s spot. Can you “riff”?)
oDevelop talking points
oResearch episode-specific content
oConsider production time (Lord have mercy! With the production time!)
o Set Expectations
 Meet expectations!



HAVE IT DOWN TO A SCIENCE

• How long does it take for you to “break” an episode?
oWhat are your major points?
oWho’s going to cover what major points?

• How long does it take to “write” an episode?
oWhether  you have a full script or just bullet points that give the overall 

structure of the episode, know how long it takes to come up with including 
research

• How long does it take to record and produce an episode?
• Track how long it takes from start to finish (including compliance 

approval).



IT TAKES TIME (AND PATIENCE)

• You may have several early trial runs
• Most podcasts evolve 
• Rarely is the first episode of any podcast the best



BUILD A CALENDAR

• What exactly are you scheduling?
• Calendars consist of two main elements: 

o Topics
oGuests

• Effectively you are laying out for weeks or even months in advance 
what you are going to record and when.

• If you have multiple potential guests, the availability of your guests 
may dictate when you record and when certain topics are scheduled.

• Is the topic the important thing or the guest?



BUILD A CALENDAR (CONT INUED)

• Consider: you might want to schedule less time-intensive topics during 
the busier time of your business cycle if you plan on recording year-
round.

• Keep seasons, holidays, and other big events in mind when scheduling 
topics.

• Don’t use up all your best ideas in the beginning
• Don’t publish your calendar.  This gives you flexibility.  Nothing is set in 

stone.



AND NOW… THE CONTENT

• Unless you are literally performing characters for an audio story, just be 
yourself.

• Should you script? Scripts are hard for multiple hosts or hosts with guests  
o If everybody doing podcasts were brilliant voice actors and brilliant writers scripts 

might be the way to go, but scripts tend to, more often than not, sound fake, stilted, 
or disjointed.

o Conversational is better – Outline? Yes. Script? No. 
• A script can work for an individual, especially if you want to impart a large 

amount of information in a concise way. 
o Having everything written out ensures you don’t forget anything.
o Read it out loud before you try recording to make sure it sounds right and sounds like 

you.



CONTENT STRUCTURE

• Episodes should be somewhat predictable.
• People like a Beginning, Middle and the End.
• Your episode should have at least 3 “Acts” and possible as many as 5, 

but probably not more than that.  
• A standardized introduction let’s the audience know they are listening 

to what they intended to listen to. It can be comforting on some level.
• For instance, we always start the same way…



T h e  “ To p  5 ” :  a  
f u n ,  p o p - c u l t u re  
t h e m e d  o p e n i n g  

s e g m e n t

T h e  “ M e a t  a n d  
Po ta to e s ”  o r  t h e  
m a i n  s e g m e n t  o f  

t h e  s h o w

T h e  “ B u l l s e y e ”  
o r  a  s u m m a r y  o f  
t h e  e p i s o d e  w i t h  
c l o s i n g  re m a r k s



CONTENT STRUCTURE (CONT INUED)

• The least listened to part of most podcasts is that closing segment.
oPlugging the same websites every time
oPlugging other content
o Saying nothing NEW!

• Ways you can have people stick through to the end?
oChange it up. Do not have a pre-recorded “outro” that you always use.
oDo a post-recording informal session/review/update.  
o If your topics are out of this world or your guests are exciting, you can tease 

the next episode although this takes away flexibility for what is coming next.

• Consistency is KEY, but don’t confuse consistency with repetition.



THE POWER OF THE GUEST

What Guests Bring to the Table:
• Expertise

o If your doing an episode on a topic that you don’t know as much about, bring 
in the expert

• Variety
oCertainly if you are a solo host, but even if you co-host with someone, your 

listeners will enjoy that extra voice every now and then, especially if the guest 
offers a different point of view.

oA guest could sit in for a missing host
• Star Power

oA guest might be a well known personality or have an audience of their own 
that they could bring to your podcast.  



GUEST LOGISTICS

• Often it helps to schedule a guest well in advance of your recording to avoid 
scheduling conflicts.
o Reference your topic calendar.
o Remain flexible, so you adjust to your guest’s calendar.

• Discuss with your guest ahead of time, what your expectations are.
o Can they deliver what you need?
o Are they comfortable working with a microphone?
o Be sure they know how long their recording session will be.
o If you like to maintain a casual vibe make sure they know, and the same goes if you 

are a very serious podcast.
• If you struggle having a conversation with a person, they will not magically 

become interesting when you put a microphone in front of them, but an 
interesting person might FREEZE UP!



GUEST LOGISTICS (CONT INUED)

• You’d be surprised how easily someone can get “stage fright” even 
when they are only performing in front of one person.  
oAvoid yes or no questions. Open-ended questions force them to talk.
o If you have to dig to get them to talk, it helps if you are asking them about 

things they get excited about.

Don’t forget when planning for a guest, that you are going to need
equipment for the guest. They will need a microphone and
headphones at a minimum or you will need a way to allow them to
call in to your show.



CHA CHING!

• Podcasts can be monetized.
oAdvertisers look at downloads and subscribers.
oGet a big enough following and anything can happen.
o If you are doing a business-related podcast make sure you can accept 

advertising money.

• If this is a business-related podcast, be sure to take time each podcast 
to push listeners to your website or your product

• Podcasting communities are diverse and plentiful, if you give 
shoutouts to podcasts you like, they might call you out too.

• Never hurts to let your listeners know about products you love.



BULLSEYE!

Podcasts are fun, but to be 
successful you need to put in the 
work and have a discipline.
Decide who you are and be THAT!

Bullllllllsseyyyyyyye



CAMERON SPANN

• Chief Branding Officer of Pickler Companies, a family 
of award-winning firms consisting of Pickler Wealth 
Advisors, The Pickler Law Firm, and Pickler Accounting 
Advisors

• Tasked with PR, web design, creative direction for the 
firms, social media, and everything in between

• Produces the BullCast podcast, BullTV the show, and 
BullTalk market calls



PRODUCING A PODCAST
A BEHIND- THE-SCENES LOOK AT RECORDING,

PRODUCING, AND DISTRIBUTING A SHOW

SECTION 2



PODCASTING IS A JOURNEY

• I started producing BullCast in June of 
2020 knowing NOTHING about 
podcasting

• But what I did know is that I enjoyed 
listening to podcasts

• The king of media consumption
• YouTube and Google are your friends!
• I will show you the equipment we use, 

the software we implement, and how 
you can distribute your show to the 
masses



THE KEYS TO SUCCESS

1. Quality
• People will judge you and your business based on how good (or bad) you 

sound

2. Organization
• Stay on top of your recording/production schedule or it will eat you alive

3. Consistency
• Launch your podcast on a regular basis so listeners know when to expect it

4. Have Fun!
• If podcasting is stressful, monotonous, or boring, what’s the point?!



1. WHAT IS YOUR PODCAST’S BRAND?

• Voice and Vibe
• Clear Mission
• Logo – Personality (Adobe Illustrator)
• Artwork for Podcast – Easy to Recognize (Adobe Photoshop)
• Social Accounts – Compliance? (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube)
• Website (Wix)
• Theme Song (SoundStripe)
• Sounds Effects (ZapSplat)



THE BULLCAST BRAND



2. THE EQUIPMENT

• It is possible to record on earbuds and an 
iPhone, but is that the quality you want your 
business to portray?

• Mics (Audio Technica AT2035)
• Pop Filters (InnoGear)
• Headphones (Altec Lansing)
• Software (Audacity)
• Mixer (PodTrak P4 by ZOOM)
• Laptop or PC
• Bluetooth Adapter for Calls (BTA-2 by ZOOM)



3. THE SPACE

• BEST: Sound-Proof Room or 
Small, Carpeted Closet →

• GOOD: Small Area with 
Books/Clothes to Absorb 
Echoes

• BAD: Big Conference Room
• WORST: Gymnasium or 

Outdoors with Uncontrollable 
Elements



WHAT OUR SETUP LOOKS LIKE



4. THE HOSTING PLATFORM

• As podcasting has increased in popularity, the hosting options are 
endless

• Hosting allows you to easily upload your audio file and distribute it to 
major podcast platforms (like Apple Podcasts and Spotify)

• Select the right platform for you
• We use Podbean

oCost-Effective and User-Friendly

• Set up your Account and link to the major podcast apps
• Add your cover art and select your category



5. THE PRODUCTION

• Set up your equipment in advance and do a test run to avoid wasting 
precious recording time

• Towels under the door
• Have your hosts/guests 1 hand width from the pop filter



5. THE PRODUCTION (CONT INUED)

• Record 10-seconds of ambient noise 
(will touch on this later)

• Discuss the rundown of the 
show/expectations

• Make sure room is quiet
• PRESS RECORD!
• It’s OK, to mess up. That’s the magic 

of post production. And even if you’re 
doing a live show, errors can show 
personality!



6. THE POST PRODUCTION

• This is where the magic happens and where you can make a GOOD show 
GREAT!

• I use Audacity for recording and post production
• Begin by cleaning up the raw audio

o Take out cuts (blend), remove unnecessary “ums”
and pauses

o Don’t go overboard!
• Apply basic effects

o Noise Reduction (take ambient sample)
o Compression (reduces peaks)
o Bass and Treble
o Amplify
o AGAIN, DO NOT GO OVERBOARD! OTHERWISE, YOUR TALENT WILL SOUND LIKE 

ROBOTS!



6. THE POST PRODUCTION (CONT INUED)

• Export as HQ MP3 file (256 kbps, Constant, Joint Stereo)
• Import into your template file
• Add intro and outro music
• Insert sound effects

oOpening Bell
o Top 5 applause
oDings
oMeat and Potatoes
oBullseye
oClosing Bell

• Export final file as MP3 and share with necessary parties



7. THE DISTRIBUTION

• Is there a Compliance department that must 
approve?

• Build any necessary delays into your timeline
• Launch episode on your hosted site (Podbean)

o This will connect with the major apps you set up earlier
o This also automatically shows up on our website (Wix)
o Also shows up on our YouTube channel
o It takes time for Apple Podcasts to distribute (3 hours)

• Blast episode out on social media channels
• Prepare and send email blast to database
• Guest on the show? Share with their network!
• Use hashtags and tag accounts that are applicable



7. THE DISTRIBUTION (CONT INUED)



8. THE TRACKING PROCESS

• Podcast hosting sites (Podbean) make it very easy to track listenership 
and other metrics

• PLEASE do not get hung up on numbers. I know… they ARE addictive
• Podcasting is a long-term game and is not for the weak-of-heart
• Most shows fizzle out before reaching 15 episodes
• Have fun and focus on reaching your small, targeted audience
• It is EXTREMELY rare to have your show blowup upon release
• The “Holy Grail” of podcasting: Apple’s “New and Noteworthy” 

section



8. THE TRACKING PROCESS (CONT INUED)



9. THE MERCHANDISE

• Hats
• Shirts
• Pins and Pens
• Decals
• Gift your guests a cap for 

participating
• Have an online store (if allowed)
• A fan club with incentives
• Another area where show’s brand 

can shine



10. THE JOURNEY CONTINUES…

• Again, podcasting is a journey and a long one at that
• You need to be open to growing, learning, and not settling for sub-par 

production quality
• You’ll get better (and more comfortable)
• Grow your listeners by making your name a household brand
• Track trends and what topics are spiking for your listeners
• Be open to criticism
• Have fun!



Q&A
QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION

SECTION 3



THANK YOU!

CAMERON SPANN
901.316.0160

CSpann@PicklerCompanies.com

KATIE PICKLER
901.316.0160

KPickler@PicklerWealthAdvisors.com

www.PicklerCompanies.com

CORT WINSETT
901.316.0160

CWinsett@PicklerWealthAdvisors.com
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